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ABSTRACT
This paper supports and extends the results of previous studies, such as
Pulleyblank (1986) and Chang (2012), that argue that the choice of Ҿ or
ᯬ in Classical Chinese is not random, but rather is conditioned by the
features of the preceding verb. Through a close examination of the cooccurrence of Ҿ and ᯬ with the high-frequency verb 㠣 in six Warring
States period texts, it is shown that additional semantic and syntactic
factors influence the choice between the two. Semantically speaking,
while both 㠣Ҿ and 㠣ᯬ occur followed by a noun indicating a place, a
time, or a person—all of which can be described as [+concrete] goals—it
is only 㠣ᯬ that occurs followed by a degree, result, or extent, which can
be described as [-concrete] goals. The [-concrete] goals that appear as
objects of 㠣 ᯬ include a near demonstrative pronoun ↔ , a noun
(including an abstract noun) or noun phrase, a verb phrase, and even a
sentence. Syntactically speaking, only “ 㠣 ᯬ + Noun” appears in
nominalized contexts in complex syntactic structures, such as before a
nominalizer 㘵, before or after a relativizer ᡰ, and as a head noun after a
____________________
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possessive/attributive marker ѻ . These findings provide additional
support for the claim that Ҿ and ᯬ represent distinct lexical items, with
distinct semantic feature sets, in Classical Chinese.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The origins of and functional differences between Ҿ and ᯬ have
long been controversial. 1 Ҿ appears as early as in the oracle-bone
inscriptions with wide range of usages, whereas ᯬ starts to appear only
sporadically and with very limited usages in Shang Shu ቊᴨ (The Book of
Documents) and Shi Jing 䂙㏃ (The Book of Odes).2 Based on data from
both transmitted and excavated texts, the author (Chang 2012) has
previously argued that Ҿ originated from a verb of movement, 3 whose
feature set can be described as [+lexical, 4 +movement (=mvt), +goal, source] or [+lexical, +mvt, -goal, +source],5 whereas ᯬ originated from a
locative verb, whose feature set can be described as [+lexical, -mvt, -goal, source].6 The grammaticalization path of Ҿ is similar to that of verbs of
movement in other languages, while ᯬ followed a grammaticalization path
typical of locative verbs. That is, while Ҿ first grammaticalized into a goal
marker (or allative marker) with spatial meaning and further
grammaticalized into a recipient marker co-occurring with V[+give], ᯬ
first grammaticalized into a locative marker.7 This is in accordance with
the idea of Pulleyblank (1986) that the choice between Ҿ and ᯬ is mainly
conditioned by the features of the previous verb. For instance, in Yi Li ܰ
(The ceremonies and rites), where the ratio of Ҿ to ᯬ is approximately
9:1, Ҿ is by far preferred when the previous verb is a verb of movement or
V[+give], while ᯬ is preferred when the previous verb is a stationary verb
or a verb with no sense of directionality.8 When ᯬ started to replace Ҿ,
the instances of Ҿ in which the feature set was closely related to the
original core feature set of Ҿ resisted replacement better, while the
instances of Ҿ in which the feature set was more distant from the original
feature set were the first to be replaced by ᯬ.9
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ᆇⲴ䃎⌅ॆ (A hypothesis on the limit of the grammaticalization of
prepositions in Chinese – also discussing the grammaticalization of
yu). Paper presented at IACL, New York.
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ᨀ㾱
ᵜ᮷㏃䙾䃯ḕᡠ഻᮷⦫㼑ࠪ⨮Ⲵþ㠣Ҿÿ઼þ㠣ᯬÿⲴֻᆀֶ䅹᰾ᆳف
㛟ᇊᴹ䃎кǃ䃎⌅кⲴᐞ⮠൘䃎кਚᴹþ㠣ᯬÿᖼ䚺ࠪ⨮㺘⽪
〻ᓖᡆ㘵㎀᷌Ⲵᡀ࠶㺘⽪〻ᓖᡆ㘵㎀᷌Ⲵᡀ࠶वᤜ䘁ᤷԓ䂎þ↔ÿ
䂎ਕ वᤜᣭ䊑䂎 अ䂎ਕ⭊㠣䙓ѫ䄲㎀Ώ䜭ਟԕࠪ⨮൘þ㠣ᯬÿ
䘬ᖼ䚺㺘⽪Ā䚄ࡠ䙉⁓Ⲵ〻ᓖᡆ㘵㎀᷌ā൘䃎⌅кਚᴹþ㠣ᯬÿ
൘㼷䴌Ⲵ䃎⌅㎀Ώ㼑ࠪ⨮Ā㼷䴌Ⲵ䃎⌅㎀Ώāቡᱟ䃚ਜ਼ᴹ䂎ॆ⁉䁈
þ㘵ÿǃþᡰÿǃþѻÿㅹⲴਕᆀԕࡽ㘵ᴮ㏃ѫᕥ䙾þҾÿ
ᡆȼᯬÿⲴ䚨ᑨᑨ䐏ࡽ䚺Ⲵअ䂎Ⲵᙗ䌚ֶ⊪ᇊᵜ᮷ᕧ䃯þҾÿᡆ
þᯬÿⲴ䚨нն䐏ࡽ䚺Ⲵअ䂎Ⲵᙗ䌚ᴹ䰌㘼ф䐏ᖼ䚺Ⲵ䂎Ⲵᙗ䌚
઼þҾÿᡆþᯬÿࠪ⨮ⲴਕᆀⲴ䃎⌅㎀Ώᴹ䰌
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